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Recommendations

In order to produce a commercially viable product to integrate the multiplexing/

demultiplexing scheme into an optical system, the device would best he reduced in size

and the cells assembled and aligned as a single unit.

The greater than expected power losses of the secondary experiment have several

potential causes. Probably most of the substantial losses were purely operational. Some

losses can also be attributed to the quality of the experimental setup, which was

constrained by the limited dollars available for parts. The use of coated optics and optics

integrated into one package will improve throughput considerably. The lack of time and

money precluded further exploration into these causes, but it is foreseeable that both of

these contingencies might be effectively eliminated in future experiments. However,

additional research and experimentation would be neces-ary to fully define and clarify the

causes of the unpredicted power loss in the experiments.

Since much of the original interest in the program was to develop a technique for fiber-

optic wavelength multiplexing techniques, and since the Faraday rotator concept is

probably not best suited for that application, we do not currently plan to submit a phase II

proposal to continue this work. However, AstroTerra believes that there are other

commercial avenues for which this MUX/deMUX technique is viable. The first is the use

of the technique for free-space laser communications, i.e. , at 852nm. The commercial

utility of this application must be judged by considering the future of free-space laser

communications. The second application is for power combining. Here, communications

could be extended to longer ranges by combining the signal from several lasers than

would be possible with one laser alone. This scheme will find utility in geosynchronous

orbit laser communications. The final application would be the multiplexing and

demultiplexing of images rather than simple communications beams. Such systems might

be used for astronomical imaging, for example.
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INTRODUCTION

A contaminated water diving system (CWDS) includes a dry suit and an underwater
breathing apparatus (UBA). Collectively, these components protect the diver from
exposure to tainted water by providing complete encapsulation. In an earlier report1 ,
NEDU recommended adopting the Diving Systems, International (DSI; Santa Barbara,
CA), contaminated water diving kit for use in the MK 21 MOD 1 UBA. This kit includes
a double flapper exhaust valve and a secondary water dump valve, collectively designed
to prevent water from being aspirated into the helmet along the exhaust gas train.

During initial testing at 60.6 msw (198 fsw) the interior of the helmet remained dry
throughout three successive tests conducted using a 40 liter per minute (LPM) respiratory
minute volume (RMV). However, when we increased the RMV to 62.5 LPM, the helmet
aspirated water. We considered this level of protection sufficient for us to recommend
adopting the kit in the MK 21 MOD 1 UBA for two reasons. First, a 40 LPM RMV
represents a realistic breathing rate to expect from a working diver. Second, the helmet
dial-a-breath knob was only adjusted at the surface; subsequent adjustments made by
a diver to compensate for increased depth would reduce inhalation effort. Still, during
that test series we were unable to observe the valves performing during dynamic
operation, preventing us from determining the source of the aspirated water.

In the present study we used a small video camera mounted inside the UBA to
provide an on-line view of the operating valves, allowing us to determine the inspiratory
pressures that cause water aspiration, as well as the source of aspirated water.

METHOD

During unmanned testing 2 we used a modified 3 Navy 350 regulator. Testing was
conducted using facility source air. A breathing machine provided sinusoidal breathing
loops at RMVs ranging from 22.5 to 90 LPM, emulating resting to heavy diver work rates.
Test depths varied from 10.1 to 60.6 msw (33 to 198 fsw). Water temperature remained
at ambient, approximately 21TC (700F).

We used a locally-fabricated "wine press" UBA holder connected to the breathing
machine. The UBA was initially set up with the base of the helmet mated directly with
a blanking plate, but it became evident that this test set-up produced inordinately high
peak inhalation pressure (Pinh). The UBA neckdam provides compliance volume that
attenuates Pinh, Lacking this compliance, a 40 LPM RMV produced Pinh greater than -6
kPa. Subsequently, we tested the UBA after equipping the "wine press" holder with a
raised collar to securely attach a dry suit neckdam.

We continuously monitored supply overbottom pressure at the volume tank, supply
pressure at the UBA side block, and peak-to-peak breathing pressures using the
Macintosh®/Workbench® (Strawberry Tree, Inc., Braintree, MA) data acquisition system.
Two separate video cameras, one mounted above the test ark and one inside the helmet,
respectively monitored the UBA exterior and regulator valves. During the trials at deeper
depths with higher RMVs we increased the volume tank overbottom pressure level to
prevent Pinh from exceeding -4 kPa, and recorded the regulator sideblock pressure
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folloWing each adjustment.
After pressing the chamber to an assigned depth, the dial-a-breath knob was remotely

adjusted at depth by servo control, thus emulating the way a diver would adjust the
regulator at depth to reduce breathing resistance. Once at depth, we rotated the knob
counter-clockwise until bubbles could be seen passing through the regulator whisker, then
clockwise until the bubbling stopped. At that point the breathing machine was started.
Testing at each depth/RMV combination was conducted for five minutes.

RESULTS

As mentioned above, during initial tests at 60.6 msw with the UBA directly mated with
the blanking plate, the helmet flooded out at a 40 LPM RMV. It was clear from the video
that water was directly aspirated through the regulator exhaust port, presumably due to
the -6 kPa Pinh created by the breathing machine.

After refitting the UBA holder with a collar and setting up the UBA with a dry suit
neckdam, Pinh was markedly lower. During these tests, the valves consistently prevented
water aspiration, even when Pinh reached -4 kPa.

DISCUSSION

The contaminated water diving system valve kit for the MK 21 MOD 1 UBA provides
ample protection against water aspiration. In the present study, video monitoring
demonstrated that the valves consistently prevented water from intruding into the UBA
until the breathing machine produced Pinh exceeding -6 kPa. At that point the valves were
literally inverted, and copious amounts of water were seen spraying in through the
regulator exhaust port at each inhalation stroke of the breathing machine. Even after
testing stopped, the valves remained inverted.

It is important to note that during the original evaluation we used a neoprene MK 21
neckdam. Conversely, in the present study we used a dry suit neckdam. Even though
we were especially careful to create a robust neckdam seal, there were times when small
amounts of water were seen spraying up from below the valve ports. Thus, we conclude
that the water intrusion reported earlier1 was likely caused by a neckdam leak, and not
through the contaminated water diving kit valves.

CONCLUSIONS

We continue to recommend the use of the MK 21 MOD 1 UBA equipped with the DSI
contaminated water kit for Fleet contaminated water diving. Testing demonstrated that
the kit provides water-tight integrity to the helmet until Pin, exceeds -6 kPa. This value
far surpasses the Pih that a diver would normally produce. In fact, two NEDU Test and
Evaluation divers using maximal effort were only able to produce -5 kPa Pinh on the
chrome-T test apparatus. Thus, the contaminated water diving kit provides sufficient
protection from water aspiration across all inhalation pressures that can be reasonably
expected from a diver working at depth.
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